Epidemic at "Stufte"

Biologists get It Bad Holders or a Beet Shoots chows 14 to 4

Bacstail, the sweeping spring disease, gripped the biology department Wednesday afternoon, and the double load of these warfare of sanitation were powerless before the voracity of the growing horse-shoe spore. From Prof. Seaworke, was an enthusiastic fan, reaching from the side lines with a great satisfaction as "Well, that's the sanitation, say Pfl. October.

Led by Prof. C. E. A. Wilson, the Helmholtz-barrel team sent the Schismates aggregation, under Prof. S. C. Prescott, down to defeat in the time of a 14 to 8 score. The winning of the two professors was largely responsible for the low score, each striking out 15 men. The score ran into the forties last year. The outfielders started the game armed with large hats sets with which to sweep the atmosphere for flies, but abandoned these implements as too clumsy. Considerable discussion as to who should go after the ball meant every time a hit reached the field, usually ending in a mad scramble of the whole team for straying flies. Upsie Salmon was at one time forcibly ejected from the diamond by the angry Sibley, et c., squad only to be reinvited by a charge of the Heli-et c., Dr. Allen, acting as field photographer, his express carrying him to every part of the field at critical moments. The whole course is up to the present day in the press, and yet every ball thrown meant three errors, averaging that there were only two or three balls.

The line-ups were: Helmholtz-barrels, Red 3rd 1B. C. E. A. Wilson c.f., Stevenson s.c., Strauss c.f., Stover r.f., Jenkins c.f., Haynes r.f. Winslow, the sampling Doubleday, headmaster, put his trip to England, and Germany, and talk of the sanitation of Technique and the Mechanical Arts High School attend. The reminders of the evening was spent in telling what the men now at different colleges, and still in school, the thought of the whole team for straying flies, which would absolutely necessitate all pep squads' attention to the sanitary conditions of the bodies. An expert will be able to pass entrance examinations to a higher plane of learning.
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A College Retreat

Mathematicians, Scientists, Researchers, Chemists, Architects, Free Hand Artists, Mining, Civil, Mechanical, Electrical Engineers, Bacteriologists, etc., etc.

GENTLEMEN LOOK OUT FOR YOUR HEALTH.

You need a safety valve! A brain storm or a blinding fog of gloom? Nothing to make you whole again.

You'll find the needed relaxation, and relief at the HOTEL EPICURE.

HOTEL EPICURE, the only typical French Hotel in Boston

27-33 HAYWARD PLACE

The Little Corner

HENRI E. GROUDET, Manager